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A B S T R A C T

Despite the fact that the popular particle swarm optimizer (PSO) is currently being extensively applied to many real-world problems that often have high-dimensional and complex fitness landscapes, the effects of boundary constraints on PSO have not attracted adequate attention in the literature. However, in accordance with the theoretical analysis in [11], our numerical experiments show that particles tend to fly outside of the boundary in the first few iterations at a very high probability in high-dimensional search spaces. Consequently, the method used to handle boundary violations is critical to the performance of PSO. In this study, we reveal that the widely used random and absorbing bound-handling schemes may paralyze PSO for high-dimensional and complex problems. We also explore in detail the distinct mechanisms responsible for the failures of these two bound-handling schemes. Finally, we suggest that using high-dimensional and complex benchmark functions, such as the composition functions in [19], is a prerequisite to identifying the potential problems in applying PSO to many real-world applications because certain properties of standard benchmark functions make problems inexplicit.

1. Introduction

Simulating the social behavior of individuals in a swarm that searches for better living conditions in a complex natural environment, the particle swarm optimizer (PSO) [16,17] has become one of the major evolutionary global optimization algorithms. Moreover, it has been applied to a wide range of real-world problems in many fields [5,10,14,18,24,25,28,29,33]. The algorithm starts with a randomly selected initial population and successively evolves individuals of the population successively. The position of an individual particle in the search space ($x_i$) is updated by a displacement called velocity ($v_i$) based on three attributes, namely, (1) the particle's velocity in the previous iteration ($v_{i-1}$), (2) the particle's best-ever position ($\hat{x}_i$), and (3) the swarm's best-ever position ($\hat{g}$).

$$v_i = c_0 v_{i-1} + c_1 r_1 \odot (\hat{x}_i - x_{i-1}) + c_2 r_2 \odot (\hat{g} - x_{i-1}),$$

$$x_i = x_{i-1} + v_i,$$

where $c_0$, $c_1$, and $c_2$ are the significance coefficients that control the influence of each of the velocity components; $r_1$, $r_2 \in \mathbb{R}^D$ are random vectors ($r_p = U(0, 1))_{p=1}^D$ that perturb the components (2) and (3); $D$ is the dimensionality of the search space; and $\odot$ denotes element-by-element vector multiplication.
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In order to improve the performance of PSO, researchers have recently developed many variants of PSO.

(1) The inertia weight, $c_0$, and acceleration coefficients, $c_1$ and $c_2$, play critical roles in balancing exploration and exploitation capabilities. Therefore, adaptively and dynamically adjusting these coefficients may increase the robustness and efficiency of the search. Shi and Eberhart [30] developed fuzzy methods to non-linearly update the inertia weight; Chatterjee and Stary [4] also proposed a scheme for non-linear inertia weight variation. The concept of time-varying acceleration coefficients was also investigated in [26, 32].

(2) Improved swarm structures and learning schemes are also among the latest advances in PSO. In [12, 31], dynamic neighborhoods were used; in [23], Mendes designed a fully informed particle swarm to model the influence on each individual of the best performers among its neighbors. In addition, Liang et al. [20] presented a clever learning strategy through which the historical best information of all other particles is used to update a particular particle’s velocity.

(3) More and more researchers are hybridizing PSO with other search strategies. Van den Bergh and Engelbrecht [2] implemented a cooperative approach to optimize the different components of the solution vector; Liu et al. [21] combined PSO with a chaotic local search. In [9], Gaussian local search and differential mutation were integrated into PSO. Preference order scheme was used to adapt PSO for multi-objective optimization in [34].

(4) Recently, the study of swarm dynamics has received increasing attention [3, 8]. Lozano et al. [22] proposed a new replacement strategy to increase the diversity of the population. In addition, in [1, 15, 37], swarm dynamics were also used to design and evaluate new PSO variants.

In contrast with these intensively studied aspects of PSO, PSO bound-handling strategies have not drawn adequate attention from researchers. However, in real-world applications, the search spaces are often high-dimensional and bounded in order to preserve the physical meaning of the parameters. Therefore, addressing boundary violations during a search becomes an essential issue due to the causes listed below.

(1) Boundary violation increases enormously as dimensionality increases. Helwig and Wanka [11] mathematically proved that in a high-dimensional search using PSO, “all particles are initialized very close to the boundary with overwhelming probability, and the global guide is expected to leave the search space in every fourth dimension”. This is further illustrated by Fig. 1, in which the fraction of particles in the swarm flying outside of the boundary in the first iteration is shown based on results from two benchmark functions, namely, Griewank’s function and a more complex composition function (CF1). The latter function will be introduced in Section 3.1. In each run, the swarm has a size of $10 \times$ dimensionality; the number of particles hitting the boundary in the first iteration was counted. For both functions, there exists a clear trend that this fraction increases significantly with the increase of search space dimensionality; moreover, this fraction tends to approach one (Fig. 1).

(2) Boundary-handling is crucial to the proper functioning of PSO in high-dimensional applications. Our results reveal that improper bound-handling schemes can paralyze PSO when optimizing complex problems. Previous studies on bound-handling mechanisms in PSO [13, 35, 36] are mostly limited to the use of relatively low-dimensional ($\leq 50$), simple, and standard benchmark functions in which the potential influences of boundary-handling on the performance of PSO are not fully explored. In this study, we utilize 100-D composition benchmark functions in order to better simulate real-world problems and thus investigate the effects of boundary-handling in real-world applications.

The experimental results in this study clearly reveal evident differences in PSO behavior associated with different bound-handling schemes when optimizing high-dimensional and complex problems. Only under the reflecting scheme does PSO behave normally for all of the benchmark functions. “Function normally” means that the swarm finally reaches a minimum point (whether global or local). However, under the random and absorbing schemes, there is a substantial risk that PSO does

![Fig. 1. The fraction of particles in the swarm flying outside of the boundary in the first iteration as a function of the dimensionality of the benchmark function. The plots are based on the average of 100 independent runs on each function of 2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 30, 50, 80, and 100-D, respectively.](image-url)
not accomplish this objective. The random scheme may result in extremely slow evolution, and the absorbing scheme may lead the swarm to stagnate to nonstationary boundary points. The responsible mechanisms for the failures of these two bound-handling schemes are investigated. The findings in this study provide essential insight for both the applications and design of PSO for optimizing high-dimensional and complex real-world problems.

The remainder of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes three fundamental bound-handling schemes addressed in this study. Section 3 presents the experimental configuration using both standard and composition benchmark functions. The comparative results are reported in Section 4. The reasoning behind why the random and absorbing bound-handling schemes paralyze PSO is investigated in Section 5, and the results of experiments on additional composition test functions are presented and discussed in Section 6. How the swarm diversity changes in the evolution process under different bound-handling schemes is explored in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 presents the conclusions of this study.

2. Basic bound-handling schemes

Among a variety of bound-handling schemes, the random, reflecting, and absorbing schemes are the most popular and fundamental ones. In addition, they are the basic components of many recently proposed elaborate schemes[13,35]. However, these more elaborate schemes are not discussed in this study because “they do not provide further insight into the swarm’s behavior, and they often do not yield superior results in comparative experiments”[11]. Hence, only three basic approaches are investigated in this study. In addition, to avoid mixing the effects of adjusting velocity and position at the same time, we also exclude the velocity adjustment scheme from the scope of this study. From Eq. (1), we can see that adjusting position affects the velocity and vice versa. As a result, modifying position affects the velocity and confounding procedures. Therefore, in practice, many PSO programs only adjust positions when boundary violation occurs. A brief description of each of the basic schemes is addressed below, along with illustrations in Fig. 2.

(1) Random: This bound-handling scheme is adopted as the default setting in many PSO programs. If a particle flies outside of the boundary of a parameter, a random value drawn from a uniform distribution between the lower and upper boundaries of the parameter is assigned as the corresponding component for the offspring particle.

\[
x_i = \frac{x_{i,1}}{C_0} \begin{pmatrix} x_{i,1} \\ \vdots \\ \hat{x}_{ip-1} \\ U(b_l, b_u) \\ \hat{x}_{ip} \\ \vdots \\ \hat{x}_i \\ \end{pmatrix}.
\]

(2) Absorbing: Under the absorbing scheme, a particle flying outside of a parameter’s boundary is relocated at the boundary in that dimension such that the particle appears to be absorbed by the boundary.

\[
x_i = \begin{pmatrix} 1 \\ \vdots \\ b_i (or \ b_u)/\hat{x}_{ip} \\ 1 \\ \vdots \\ 1 \end{pmatrix} \otimes \begin{pmatrix} \hat{x}_{i,1} \\ \vdots \\ \hat{x}_{ip-1} \\ \hat{x}_p \\ \hat{x}_{ip} \\ \vdots \\ \hat{x}_i \\ \end{pmatrix}.
\]

Fig. 2. Schematic explanations for three basic bound-handling schemes: (a) random, (b) absorbing, and (c) reflecting. $x_{i-1}$ is the particle’s position in last iteration; $x_i$ is the position that the PSO algorithm projects; and $x_i$ is the final position.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CF2</th>
<th>CF3</th>
<th>CF4</th>
<th>CF5</th>
<th>CF6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f_{i.2}</td>
<td>Griewank</td>
<td>Griewank</td>
<td>Ackley</td>
<td>Rastrigin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f_{i.4}</td>
<td>Griewank</td>
<td>Griewank</td>
<td>Ackley</td>
<td>Rastrigin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f_{i.6}</td>
<td>Griewank</td>
<td>Griewank</td>
<td>Rastrigin</td>
<td>Weierstrass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f_{i.8}</td>
<td>Griewank</td>
<td>Graewank</td>
<td>Griewank</td>
<td>Ackley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f_{i.10}</td>
<td>Griewank</td>
<td>Griewank</td>
<td>Sphere</td>
<td>Sphere</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(3) Reflecting: In this scheme, when a particle flies outside of a boundary of a parameter, the boundary acts like a mirror and reflects the projection of the particle's displacement.

\[ x_i = \begin{pmatrix} 1 \\ \vdots \\ 1 \\ -1 \end{pmatrix} \otimes \begin{pmatrix} \tilde{x}_{i,1} \\ \vdots \\ \tilde{x}_{i,p} \\ \tilde{x}_{i,p+1} \end{pmatrix} + \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ \vdots \\ 0 \\ 2b_i \text{or } b_{i} \end{pmatrix}. \] (4)

3. Experiments

One of the reasons why bound-handling mechanisms have not attracted adequate attention from researchers is that simple standard benchmark functions are mostly used to examine the performances of PSO algorithms. Certain properties of these standard benchmark functions make the performance of optimization algorithms insensitive to bound-handling. Among these properties are (1) the symmetry of the fitness landscape and (2) the global minimum of the benchmark function located at the origin (or the center of the search domain). In real-world applications, the fitness landscape is irregular and complex, rarely having these ideal properties. Consequently, bound-handling mechanisms play a critical role, as demonstrated in the following experiments.

3.1. Test functions

Two typical benchmark functions are compared. The first is the 100-D Griewank's function, which is a commonly used standard benchmark function with a symmetric fitness landscape and the global optimum locating at the origin. The second function is a 100-D composition function (CF1), which was designed by Liang et al. [19]:

\[ f(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{10} w_i f_i((x - a_i)/\lambda_i + \text{bias}_i), \quad i = 1, \ldots, 10, \quad \text{bias}_i = (i - 1) \times 100, \] (5)

where

\[ f_i(x) \] is the ith standard benchmark function,
\[ f_i'(x) = \frac{2000 f_i(x)}{f_{\max i}} - f_{\max i} = \max(f_i(x), \quad i = 1, \ldots, 10). \]
\( w_i \) is the weighting function and is calculated as follows:

\[ w_i(x) = \exp \left( -\frac{f_i(x - a_i)}{200\sigma_i^2} \right), \]
\[ w_i = \begin{cases} w_i & \text{if } w_i = \max(w_i), \\ w_i/(1 - \max(w_i)^{10}) & \text{if } w_i \neq \max(w_i). \end{cases} \]
\[ w_i = w_i = \sum_{j=1}^{n-10} w_j. \]

This function is composed of ten standard test functions \( f_i \), which are ten sphere functions in this case (Table 1). As described by the above equations, \( f_i' \) has its minimum of \( \text{bias}_i \) located at \( a_i \). Therefore, \( f(x) \) has its global minimum of 0 at \( a_i \), and nine major local minima of \( i \times 100 (i = 1, \ldots, 9) \) at \( o_{2,10} \), respectively. \( o_{1,9} \) are locations randomly generated in the search space, whereas \( o_{10} \) is set at the origin in order to trap algorithms that take advantage of this special location. \( \lambda_i \) is used to stretch \( (\lambda_i > 1) \) or compress \( (\lambda_i < 1) \) function \( f_i'(x) \). \( \sigma_i \) is the variable that controls the coverage range of \( f_i'(x) \), and a small \( \sigma_i \) value results in a narrow range. For CF1, \( \sigma_{1.10} = 1 \), and \( \lambda_{1.10} = 0.05 \) (Table 2).

This function’s fitness landscape has no symmetry or any other obvious patterns, which makes it a good representative of real-world problems. Fig. 3 shows the fitness landscapes of both test functions in two-dimensional space. More details about the construction of composition functions can be found in [19].
3.2. Experimental settings

The algorithmic coefficients of PSO are set at widely used values. The inertia weight is held at a constant $c_0 = 0.5$; $c_1$ and $c_2$ are both set at 2, and $v_{max}$ equals half of the search range. A population of 1000 particles is randomly generated with a uniform distribution in the search space. For Griewank’s function, the lower and upper bounds of every dimension are $-600$ and $600$, respectively, and for CF1, these values are $-5$ and $5$, respectively. The global minimum and the major local minima of CF1 are all randomly set within the range of $[-4.5, 4.5]$ in every dimension.

4. Results

For each benchmark function, PSO is implemented under three different bound-handling schemes. For each scheme, 50 randomly initialized runs were conducted; the mean and standard deviation of the final function values are listed in Table 3. Furthermore, to test if the results of runs with the reflecting scheme are significantly different from the results of runs using the other schemes, Wilcoxon rank sum tests were conducted. The null assumption is $H_0$: that there is no difference between the results of the best scheme and the results of the second best scheme. For each function, if one bound-handling scheme leads to a significantly better result as compared with the other two schemes at the 5% significance level, then the corresponding $P$-value is listed in Table 3. If no bound-handling scheme leads to a significantly better result, it is labeled as “not significant”. The test reveals that, on Griewank’s function, the selection of a bound-handling scheme does not affect the performance of PSO, since results from runs using different bound-handling schemes are not significantly different. In contrast, on the CF1 function, the runs using the reflecting bound-handling scheme yield significantly better results than the runs under other two schemes, as the corresponding $P$-value is extremely small.

![Fig. 3. Fitness landscapes for (a) Griewank’s function and (b) composition function CF1 in two dimensions.](image)

### Table 2
Values of $\sigma_i$ and $\lambda_i$ of composition function CF2–CF6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\sigma_1, \lambda_1$</th>
<th>$\sigma_2, \lambda_2$</th>
<th>$\sigma_3, \lambda_3$</th>
<th>$\sigma_4, \lambda_4$</th>
<th>$\sigma_5, \lambda_5$</th>
<th>$\sigma_6, \lambda_6$</th>
<th>$\sigma_7, \lambda_7$</th>
<th>$\sigma_8, \lambda_8$</th>
<th>$\sigma_9, \lambda_9$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{10}, \lambda_{10}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CF2</td>
<td>1,0.05</td>
<td>1,0.05</td>
<td>1,0.05</td>
<td>1,0.05</td>
<td>1,0.05</td>
<td>1,0.05</td>
<td>1,0.05</td>
<td>1,0.05</td>
<td>1,0.05</td>
<td>1,0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF3</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>1,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF4</td>
<td>1,5/32</td>
<td>1,5/32</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>1,10</td>
<td>1,10</td>
<td>1,0.05</td>
<td>1,0.05</td>
<td>1,0.05</td>
<td>1,0.05</td>
<td>1,0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF5</td>
<td>1,0.2</td>
<td>1,0.2</td>
<td>1,10</td>
<td>1,10</td>
<td>1,0.05</td>
<td>1,0.05</td>
<td>1,5/32</td>
<td>1,5/32</td>
<td>1,0.05</td>
<td>1,0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3
Experimental results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Reflecting</th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>Absorbing</th>
<th>$P$-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Griewank’s</td>
<td>0.1269 ± 0.0050</td>
<td>0.1016 ± 0.0040</td>
<td>0.1103 ± 0.0029</td>
<td>Not significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF1</td>
<td>32.00 ± 47.12</td>
<td>148.2 ± 38.09</td>
<td>156.7 ± 54.80</td>
<td>4.550e−17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF2</td>
<td>210.1 ± 112.9</td>
<td>327.3 ± 111.5</td>
<td>312.5 ± 117.7</td>
<td>1.377e−04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF3</td>
<td>434.9 ± 362.5</td>
<td>676.9 ± 379.5</td>
<td>717.3 ± 319.5</td>
<td>1.629e−11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF4</td>
<td>900.0 ± 0.000</td>
<td>917.5 ± 40.40</td>
<td>Not significant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF5</td>
<td>74.20 ± 82.26</td>
<td>185.2 ± 95.05</td>
<td>2.682e−11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF6</td>
<td>900.0 ± 0.000</td>
<td>901.9 ± 7.780</td>
<td>Not significant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To further illustrate the effects of each scheme on the behavior of PSO, the fitness curves for all runs are plotted in Figs. 4 and 5.

Shown in the upper row of Fig. 4, the best fitness value of the swarm reaches very close to the global minimum in all of the runs with similar convergence rates. In addition, the records of particle positions indicate that the swarm has converged into a small vicinity around the global minimum in every run. The lower row in Fig. 4 shows how the fraction of particles in the swarm flying outside of the boundary changes as the evolution proceeds. For each scheme, the result from a randomly selected run is plotted. All of the other runs show similar patterns. In light of the studies in [11], it is not surprising that in the first few iterations, the majority of the particles fly outside of the boundary. However, as the particles all converge to the global minimum (that is, the center of the search domain), this fraction drops quickly to zero after around 200 iterations, regardless of which bound-handling scheme is adopted.

Fig. 4. Upper row: the best fitness value versus the number of function evaluations for all 30 runs of the 100-D Griewank’s function under the (a) reflecting, (b) random, and (c) absorbing bound-handling schemes. Lower row: the fraction of particles in the swarm flying outside of the boundary in each iteration for a randomly selected run under the (d) reflecting, (e) random, and (f) absorbing bound-handling schemes.

To further illustrate the effects of each scheme on the behavior of PSO, the fitness curves for all runs are plotted in Figs. 4 and 5.

Shown in the upper row of Fig. 4, the best fitness value of the swarm reaches very close to the global minimum in all of the runs with similar convergence rates. In addition, the records of particle positions indicate that the swarm has converged into a small vicinity around the global minimum in every run. The lower row in Fig. 4 shows how the fraction of particles in the swarm flying outside of the boundary changes as the evolution proceeds. For each scheme, the result from a randomly selected run is plotted. All of the other runs show similar patterns. In light of the studies in [11], it is not surprising that in the first few iterations, the majority of the particles fly outside of the boundary. However, as the particles all converge to the global minimum (that is, the center of the search domain), this fraction drops quickly to zero after around 200 iterations, regardless of which bound-handling scheme is adopted.

Fig. 5. Upper row: the best fitness value versus the number of function evaluations for all 30 runs of the 100-D CF1 function under the (a) reflecting, (b) random, and (c) absorbing bound-handling schemes. Lower row: the fraction of particles in the swarm flying outside of the boundary in each iteration for a randomly selected run under the (d) reflecting, (e) random, and (f) absorbing bound-handling schemes.
In contrast, in the experiments using CF1, the performance of PSO under different bound-handling schemes distinctly diverges, as seen in the upper row in Fig. 5. Under the reflecting scheme, PSO reduces the best fitness value of the swarm quickly, and eventually, the best values successfully achieve the global minimum in most runs. However, during a few runs, a major local minimum is reached instead of the global one. Under the random scheme, the improvement of the best fitness value decreases rapidly after about $2 \times 10^5$ function evaluations, and no run discovers the global minimum or any of the major minima within the maximum number of function evaluations. Under the absorbing scheme, the best fitness value decreases as quickly as in the reflecting runs. Every run quickly arrives at its final best fitness value and stays at that value thereafter. However, none of these final best values is equal to the global minimum or any of the major local minima.

As seen in the lower row in Fig. 5, changes in the fraction of the swarm flying outside of the boundary also depend highly on the boundary-handling scheme. Similar to Griewank's function experiments, the fractions are high in the first several iterations due to the high dimensionality of the search space (that is, 100-D). From there on, the patterns diverge greatly with different schemes. For the runs under the reflecting scheme, this fraction drops steadily but maintains a value substantially different from 0 throughout the evolution. For the runs under the random scheme, a very high fraction (close to one) of particles in the swarm continues to hit the boundary throughout the entire optimization process. Finally, for the runs under the absorbing bound-handling scheme, this fraction drops to zero in midway through the evolution.

The records of these runs show distinguishing processes with respect to the evolution of the swarm.

In the reflecting runs, although the global minimum has been achieved in early iterations, the population has not converged to the global minimum by the end of the last (1000th) iteration. A large number of particles in the population continue to evolve and fly outside of the boundary throughout the entire process.

In the random run, the random bound-handling process (Eq. (2)) is overwhelmingly activated through the evolution, and, therefore, the generated new points always tend to be close to the boundary, which explains why particles always tend to fly outside of the boundary.

In the absorbing run, the absorbing process (Eq. (3)) makes all of the particles of the swarm adhere quickly to the boundary in a single dimension, which means that the corresponding components ($X_{ip}$) of that dimension in all particles are replaced by a single value. This value is one of the boundary values, namely, $b_{l}$ or $b_{u}$, depending on whether the upper or lower bound is hit. While the PSO process continues, the absorbing process drives the swarm particles to hit and stick to the boundary in more and more dimensions, until finally the population converges into a single point on the boundary of the search space. We find that all 30 absorbing runs duplicate the same process and converge to different single points on the boundary. None of these points is a stable or near-stable point in the search space (i.e., the gradient of the objective function at the point is equal or close to zero).

Here, the experimental results strongly support the argument that bound-handling is critical to the success of PSO for high-dimensional complex problems. In the following section, we aim to understand the mechanisms that cause PSO to fail under the random and absorbing schemes.

5. Failure of PSO under the random and absorbing schemes

To understand why these two schemes lead PSO to failure in every run of the 100-D CF1 function, the evolution paths of the individual particles are traced.

5.1. The random scheme

As illustrated in Fig. 5(e), almost all particles in the initial population fly outside of the boundary in the first iteration, which triggers the random scheme (Eq. (2)) to generate new positions for the particles in the search space. Therefore, the first iteration actually repeats the same random process that initiates the population. In the same manner, the subsequent iterations also repeat this random process, and random sampling dominates the entire evolution. Consequently, the PSO process (Eq. (1)) hardly has an opportunity to work. In this situation, PSO is merely acting as a random-searching algorithm. If the function has a well-defined attractive basin that can drag the swarm away from the boundary and drive particles toward the global minimum, such as in Griewank's function, this random sampling may frequently find better positions away from the boundary so that the swarm can converge. However, if the test function has a complex fitness surface like CF1, random sampling can hardly find better positions, because the effectiveness of random sampling degrades immensely with an increase in the dimensionality of the search space. Therefore, as the evolution goes on and the fitness values drop to a certain level, it becomes difficult for the swarm to make further progress. Fig. 6 illustrates the variation of fitness values during the evolution of 100 randomly selected particles in the same CF1 run already shown in Fig. 5(e). All of the particles improve significantly only within the first 200 iterations. Afterward, a particle's fitness value fluctuates due to the inefficiency of the random-sampling process, and improvements begin happening extremely slowly.

5.2. Absorbing scheme

Zhang et al. [36] identified premature convergence of PSO on the boundary caused by the absorbing scheme. Helwig and Wanka [11] attributed this to the fact that the particles located on the boundary generally have better fitness values as compared with the initial fitness values of other particles in the swarm; therefore, they tend to attract the whole population.
However, we doubt this argument because it does not explain why the absorbing scheme succeeded consistently on Griewank’s function. By tracing the particle evolution paths in the CF1 runs, we discover that due to the lack of symmetry in the fitness landscape, particles are more likely to hit the boundary in certain dimensions than in the others as the swarm evolves. This, in fact, results in the entire population hitting and sticking to the boundary in certain dimensions. Very likely, the best-ever positions of individual particles, $x_i$, and the best-ever position of the swarm, $g$, are also attracted to the boundary in these dimensions. We name these dimensions the “lost dimensions”. If lost dimensions occur, the entire swarm, along with $g$ and all $x_i$, can span only a subspace of the full search space, which excludes the lost dimensions because the projections of all particles as well as $g$ and all $x_i$ on the lost dimensions are actually a single point on the boundary. Because PSO is a linear process (Eq. (1)), the swarm can no longer move in these lost dimensions; instead, it can only explore in the subspace and thus eventually converge to the minimum of this subspace. Very often, this minimum point is not even a stable point in the original search space, as observed in our experimental results, which is referred to as “stagnation to non-stationary points” as graphically illustrated in [6]. Fig. 7 shows that for the same run as in Fig. 5(f), the number of lost dimensions continues to increase before the population converges to a single point. By the end of the run, 36 lost dimensions are identified. It is important to mention that PSO is not the only evolutionary algorithm suffering from lost dimensions. Chu et al. [7] invest the impact of lost dimensions on several popular algorithms, and provide a tool to solve this issue.

However, why does the absorbing scheme work well on Griewank’s function? The answer is twofold.

1. For a symmetric response surface, particles have the same probability of flying outside of the boundary in all dimensions so that the possibility of the entire population hitting the boundary in the same dimension is very small. We examine the records of all 30 runs on Griewank’s function and do not find any occurrence of the entire swarm flying outside of the boundary in the same dimension.

2. Due to the well-defined attractive region of the global minimum at the center, the best-ever positions ($g$ and $x_i$) usually are not located on the boundary because better positions can easily be found away from the boundary. Therefore, even if all particles hit the boundary in the same dimension, the best-ever positions can still drag them away from the boundary through the update of the velocity (Eq. (1)).

6. Experiments using more composition benchmark functions

The other five composition functions (namely, CF2 through CF6) in [19] were also used as benchmark functions to test if the above phenomena occur in more general cases. All of these composition functions are constructed in the same manner as
In addition to the sphere function, CF2–CF6 also chose from more sophisticated standard functions, which include the Ackely, Griewank, Rastrigin, and Weierstrass functions, as listed in Table 1. Values for parameters $k_i$ and $r_i$ are listed in Table 2.

Apparently, CF2–CF6 are more complex than CF1, as demonstrated by the two-dimensional response surfaces plotted in Fig. 8. Like real-world problems, these functions are highly irregular and pose major difficulties for direct-search algorithms, including a hidden global minimum region, numerous local minima, and noisy or deceptive fitness landscapes. Similar to CF1, the global minimum and all of the major local minima of these functions are randomly set within the range of $[-4.5, 4.5]$ in every dimension.

Using the same settings as in Section 3.2, PSO is implemented under the three bound-handling schemes on 100-D CF2–CF6 with 50 independent runs for each function; Wilcoxon rank sum tests were also conducted to test the significance of differences between runs with different bound-handling schemes. Results are presented in Table 3. For functions CF2, CF3, and CF5, runs with the reflecting scheme yield much smaller final function values as compared with the other runs, and this difference is significant at the 5% significance level, given the extreme low $P$-values in the Wilcoxon test. In contrast, for functions CF2 and CF4, the differences between the schemes are insignificant at the 5% significance level.

Fig. 8. The two-dimensional fitness landscapes of the composition functions CF2–CF6 ((a)–(e), respectively).
Fig. 9. The best fitness value versus the number of function evaluations for 30 independent PSO runs on 100-D CF2–CF6 under the reflecting bound-handling (left column), random bound-handling (middle column), and absorbing (right column) bound-handling schemes.
The fitness curves of all runs are plotted in Fig. 9 and are summarized as follows:

1. The results of CF2 and CF5 resemble the results of CF1 (Fig. 5), except that the global minimum is not achieved in any run. Records of particle positions reveal that for CF5 under the reflecting scheme, some runs discover the attractive region of the global minimum but are trapped by local minima within it. Furthermore, for runs under the random and absorbing schemes, the processes that are responsible for the failures of PSO in the CF1 runs are all observed.
2. The results of CF4 and CF6 resemble the results of Griewank’s function (Fig. 4), except that most runs converge into the vicinity of the origin, whereas only eight runs on CF4 and three runs on CF6 converge to points on the boundary under the absorbing scheme. This observation results from the fact that the global and the first eight (that is, \( i = 2–9 \) in Eq. (5)) major local minima of CF4 and CF6 have relatively small attractive regions, and the last major local minimum (\( i = 10 \) in Eq. (5)) has its attractive region that dominates the search space – see the values of related \( \lambda_i \) and \( \sigma_i \) in Table 2. From Table 1, it is known that for CF4 and CF6, the last standard functions are both sphere functions, with the optimum at the origin. In 100-D space, it is extremely difficult for the swarm to succeed on deceptive fitness landscapes, and hence, the dominant local minimum often traps the swarm.
3. For CF3, the results are not so straightforward. As illustrated in the last row in Fig. 9, runs diverge into two groups based on their final best fitness values, including Group I, with value >1000, and Group II, with value <1,000. For Group I, swarms are all trapped by the attractive region of a local minimum that is close to the origin. Therefore, particles behave similarly as in runs of Griewank’s function, and no evident difference resulting from different bound-handling schemes is observed. However, for Group II, swarms succeed in escaping from the attractive region that traps Group I and, therefore, make better progress in evolving particles. Similar to the results of CF2 and CF5, the processes that cause failed runs on CF1 under the random and absorbing schemes are all identified in the runs of Group II.

Observations from experiments on CF2–CF6 provide further support to our inference regarding the effects of bound-handling schemes, although more challenges still exist for the success of PSO (none of the runs achieve the global minimum).
7. Swarm diversity

The diversity of the swarm during the evolution is also examined. To quantify diversity, we adopt the diversity measure suggested in [27].

\[
diversity(S) = \frac{1}{|S| \cdot |L|} \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{|S|} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{N} \left( p_{ij} - \bar{p}_j \right)^2 \right)^{1/2}.
\]  

(6)

Note that \( S \) is the swarm, \(|S|\) is the swarm size, \(|L|\) is the length of the longest diagonal in the search space, \( N \) is the dimensionality, \( p_{ij} \) is the \( j \)th value of the \( i \)th particle, and \( \bar{p}_j \) is the \( j \)th value of the average point \( \bar{p} \). This measure is independent of swarm size, dimensionality, and search range.

The mean diversity of 50 runs through the evolution process was calculated for every experiment and is illustrated in Fig. 10. The plots of diversity correspond to the plots of fitness curves very well. For Griewank’s function, CF4, and CF6, for which fitness curves are very similar across runs under different bound-handling schemes, there is no evident difference between the average diversity curves. This is due to the fact that the symmetry of the response surfaces obscures the significance of bound-handling. However, for the other functions, the fitness curves of runs under the random scheme all drop much slower than those of runs under the other two schemes. This is because the random scheme causes the swarm to evolve very slowly due to the inefficiency of the random-sampling process. Fitness curves for runs under the reflecting and absorbing schemes demonstrate similar trends, but diversity drops slower in the reflecting runs than in the absorbing runs, on average.

8. Conclusions

A series of numerical experiments is conducted to investigate the effects of bound-handling schemes on the application of PSO to high-dimensional (100-D) complex problems. Three basic bound-handling strategies, namely, the random, absorbing, and reflecting schemes, are tested using standard and composition benchmark functions. The results highlight certain facts, problems, and insights regarding the performance of PSO in terms of research and practical applications. The main conclusions are summarized as follows:

(1) The role that the bound-handling scheme plays in PSO applications becomes critical when dealing with high-dimensional complex problems. This is because as the dimensionality increases, the majority of particles in a swarm tend to fly outside of the boundary of the search space in the beginning of the PSO search.

(2) There is a potential risk that PSO applications may fail when the random and absorbing bound-handling schemes are used for high-dimensional and complex problems. With the failure of the random scheme, the population evolution becomes extremely slow, and the fitness values of the particles tend to oscillate strongly (Fig. 6). Regarding failure under the absorbing scheme, the population converges quickly to an unstable point on the boundary. Only the reflecting scheme allows the PSO process (Eq. (1)) to work normally in all of our experiments.

(3) We now understand that the failures of PSO under the random and absorbing bound-handling schemes are accompanied with the occurrence of the following two distinct processes.

(a) In the failed runs under random bound-handling, the random-sampling (Eq. (2)) procedure becomes the dominant process, and the PSO process (Eq. (1)) is depressed.

(b) In the failed runs under absorbing bound-handling, the combined action of the absorbing process (Eq. (3)) and the PSO process (Eq. (1)) causes all of the particles in the population and all of the best-ever positions to adhere to the boundary of the same dimensions and thus finally converge to a single point on the boundary of the search space.

(4) We recognize that in order to explore and examine the possible problems of applying PSO to complicated real-world applications, composition benchmark functions with irregular fitness landscapes are appropriate for analysis. The widely used standard benchmark functions that have symmetric fitness landscapes and global optima at the origin can sometimes obscure problems.

These results are of great importance to PSO algorithm developers, and PSO users.
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